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Glaeser Part A 
 
The town of Whoville is the perfect spot for the Grinch to build a factory that creates 
Thnead and there is excess social benefit of B if the factory is built there (this 
includes the physical cost of construction), and that value goes to the Grinch.   
Assume that the social planner doesn’t know the value of B when designing 
institutions, but does know the distribution of B.    
 
Unfortunately, there are also Whos down in Whoville and the factory cannot be built 
unless every Who moves elsewhere.  The Whos receive net benefits from residing in 
their home relative to any other location.    [Assume that these benefits are 
observable to the factory owner, but they cannot be verified in a court of law or used 
as the basis for any political policy.]    
 

(1) If the factory owner bargains with the Whos sequentially [assume some form 
of  bargaining solution for each individual interaction], what will be the total 
cost of acquiring their homes?    Will this lead to a social optimum?    
  

(2) If the factory owner bargains with the Whos sequentially, but only signs 
contingent contracts in which the individual sale goes through if all Whos 
agree to sell, then what will be the total cost of acquiring their homes?   Will 
these lead to a social optimum?    

 
(3) Assume that a court can verify a “market value” for each home, which is the 

amount that each Who could sell their home on the open market (assuming 
that there was no factory in that home’s future).    How does this price relate 
to the Who’s private valuation of the homes?  Assume further that the social 
planner can fix the premium over market price that the Grinch must pay, and 
determine the premium rule that maximizes expected social welfare.   

 
(4) Finally, consider the case in which the Grinch can make a take-it-or-leave-it 

offer to all the Whos for a total town sale price.  The sale price is then 
distributed to the Whos based on their share of total market value of 
Whoville.    If enough Whos accept the offer then the Grinch gets the whole 
town at that price.   What will be the Grinch’s net revenue maximizing offer?  
What minimum approval rate should the social planner require for an offer 
to go through?  (For example, should the planner allow any offer that is 
approved by a majority of the Whos to go through or should she require a 
super-majority).  

 
(5) Reflect on the benefits and costs of these different means of handling the land 

sale.  What other factors might influence the relative desirability of each one 
of the reules.      
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Generals Question (Game Theory) 

Consider the game of Figure 1 and answer the following questions about it.  Give brief 

justifications for your answers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

A. What are the rationalizable strategies for each player? 

B. What are the Nash equilibria (including mixed strategies)? 

C. What are the subgame perfect equilibria? 

D. Now suppose the game of Figure 1 is repeated infinitely many times and that players 

maximize the discounted sum of their payoffs using discount factor  , with  0 1.    

What is the set of payoff pairs that can arise as the average payoffs in subgame perfect 

equilibria of the repeated for close to 1? 
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Figure 2 

 

E. Consider the game of incomplete information in which the payoffs can either be those of 

Figure 1 or of Figure 2, with equal probabilities.  Player 1 is privately informed of the 

actual payoffs and player 2 is not. Everything else is common knowledge. What are the 

pure-strategy perfect Bayesian equilibria of this game?  
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Oliver Hart – Part C 

1. (a)  Consider a two date exchange economy with consumption at dates 0 and 1. There is 

a single consumer, one good at each date, and there are S states of the world (realized 

at date 1).  

The consumer’s utility function is: 
 

   0
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U u x u x 


 
   

 
 , 

where 0x  is date 0 consumption, sx is date 1 consumption in state s,  u’>0,  u’’<0, and 

0 1  . The consumer has an initial endowment (𝜔0 , 𝜔1, … , 𝜔𝑆) ≫ 0 .  

Write down the Arrow-Debreu (complete markets) equilibrium for this economy. Using 

the consumer’s first order conditions and normalizing the price of date 0 consumption 

to be 1, derive a formula for the price sq  of each of the contingent commodities, 

s=1,…,S.  

Establish the following, providing interpretation in each case: 

(1) If s t  , then sq > t s tq    . 

(2) If s t  , then sq > t s tq    . 

(3) Each sq  is increasing in  . 

(4) If s =𝜔0  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠, 
1

S

s

 sq = . 

Finally, provide the formula for sq  in the case that the consumer is risk neutral, and 

interpret it. 

 

2. A seller 𝑆 can provide a good to a buyer 𝐵 at date 1.  The parties meet and contract at 

date 0 and 𝐵 invests 𝑖 at date 
1

2
 at personal cost of  𝑖2.  𝐵’s payoff is 𝑣 + 4𝑖 if she 

receives the good, and zero if she does not (and whether or not she receives the good 𝐵 

incurs her investment cost). There is no discounting and there are no wealth constraints. 

𝐵’s outside option at date 0 is zero. 

 

a. What is the first-best level of 𝑖? 

b. Suppose that the parties write a long-term contract specifying that they will 

trade the good at date 1 at price 𝑝 (and this is enforceable). Can the first-best be 



sustained? Under the assumption that 𝑆 has all the bargaining power at date 0, 

what will 𝑝 be? 

c. Suppose that the parties cannot write a long-term contact but can write a short-

term contract specifying 𝑖 (assume that 𝑖 is verifiable). The price 𝑝 will be chosen 

through bargaining at date 1, where again 𝑆 has all the bargaining power.  𝑆 can 

make a lump sum payment to 𝐵 to persuade her to participate. Can the first-best 

be sustained? What will 𝑝 be?  What will the lump sum payment be? 

d. Assume now that neither a long-term contract on 𝑝 nor a short-term contract on 

𝑖 can be written (𝑖 is observable but not verifiable). Again 𝑆 has all the bargaining 

power. Solve for the (second-best) equilibrium values of 𝑖 and 𝑝.   

e. In a few words explain how ownership of an asset by B could improve the 

situation in case d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shortest Path Ranking (30 points)

Consider a tournament T that represents the result of a majority vote on all
pairs of alternatives chosen from a finite set X with n elements.
I will give a method for creating a weak-ordering R of the elements of X,

that I will call Shortest Path Ranking, or SPR. The idea of the question is for
you to examine the properties of this method and to criticize it or support it as
a solution concept for voting models based on pairwise-majority information.

The method is as follows:
1. For each ordered pair (x, y) ∈ X, compute the smallest number of steps

s(x, y) that are needed to go from x to y, via a sequence of alternatives in X,
each step of which is a majority victory. For example, if xTy, then s(x, y) = 1;
if yTx but there exists z such that xTzTy, then s(x, y) = 2, etc. If there is no
path from x to y, set s(x, y) =∞.
2. For each x ∈ X, list the numbers s(x, y) in (weakly) increasing rank-order.

Call the resulting n− 1 dimensional vector r(x) (for rank-ordered shortest path
lengths). For example if X = {x, y, z, w} and s(x, y) = 2, s(x, z) = 1 and
s(x,w) =∞, then r(x) = (1, 2,∞)
3. Finally, define the SPR as the weak order R on X that is equivalent to the

lexically increasing order of the r(x) vectors. For example, if r(x) = (1, 1, 1, 2, 3)
and r(y) = (1, 1, 2, 2, 2) then xRy, and not yRx. If r(x) = r(y) then xRy and
yRx; that is x and y are in the same equivalence class of R.

a) Show that every element of the Top Cycle of T , TC(T ), is strictly above
every element of X\TC(T ) according to R.

For parts b,c,d,e of this question, we are concerned with a particular example
of a tournament, which we will call T , shown in the diagram on the next page
(copied from Lecture 1 and Lecture 2). The relation T is shown in matrix form
in the first table below the diagram and the shortest path numbers s(x, y) have
been computed for your convenience and are shown in the second table below
the diagram.
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x row\y column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 − 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 0 − 1 1 1 1
3 0 0 − 1 1 1 1
4 1 0 0 − 1 0 1
5 0 0 0 0 − 1 1
6 0 0 0 1 0 − 1
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 −

The Tournament T
Entries in the table above are 1 if xTy and 0 otherwise

x row\y column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 − 1 1 2 1 1 1
2 2 − 1 1 1 1
3 2 3 − 1 1 1 1
4 1 2 3 − 1 2 1
5 2 3 3 2 − 1 1
6 2 3 3 1 2 − 1
7 1 2 2 3 2 2 −

Entries in the above table are s(x, y) for the tournament T
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b) List the shortest paths from 3 to all the other elements of X and thereby
verify that the indicated numbers s(3, x) in the table are correct.

c) What is the SPR for the tournament T?
d) Let T change to T ′ which is identical to T except that for some pair

of alternatives (w, v) we have wT ′v instead of vTw. Let R and R′ be their
associated Shortest Path Rankings. Show that if wRv then wR′v.

e) (i) Show that an alternative in the Uncovered Set of T can be ranked by
R strictly below something outside the Uncovered Set
(ii) Explain why this can happen.
(iii) Do you think that this phenomenon is a flaw in the idea of the SPR, or

do you think that it might express a good aspect of this social choice rule.

Now, back to the general case of the SPR. Regard the SPR as a social welfare
functional, mapping profiles of individual preferences into weak orderings for the
society, in the sense of Arrow. The SPR social welfare functional is computed by
first finding the tournament that these preferences generate, and the applying
the definition above to this tournament.

f) Will the SPR satisfy Arrow’s Pareto Axiom?
g) Will the SPR sarisfy Arrow’s IIA Axiom? (You do not have to compute

anything to answer this question. You may refer to anything presented in class
without proof.)
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Shapley Value and Pre-nucleolus of a Quota Voting Game (20 points)

There are four people on a committee. They are not equal in power. The
rules of voting in the committee are that they each have "points" that weight
their votes. The points are (4,3,1,1) respectively. It takes 5 points to "win" a
vote on any matter. A coalition that wins gets 1 unit of payoff that they can
share in any way (maybe by transferring money among themselves - they all
have quasi-linear preferences). A losing coalition gets nothing.

a) What payoff allocation would the Shapley value recommend for this sit-
uation?
b) What payoff allocation would the Pre-nucleolus recommend?

1
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Self-Driving Cars (20 points)

In the future we will have self-driving cars. Not only will the car drive
by itself, avoid collisions, reach the destination, and find a parking spot, it
will also choose the best route according to a pre-programmed algorithm in its
computer. The car will communicate electronically with all other cars, highway
departments and other agencies in order to decide on the route it will take.
All the driver will need to do is to input a parameter that represents the value
of his/her time, applicable to that day and that trip. At the end of the trip
the car will credit or debit the owner’s bank account in a way that the owner
understands.
All car owners have preferences that depend on the time the trip takes and on

the amount of money that they pay. The preferences are quasi-linear in money.
This question is concerns a simplified example of this future world. There

are two drivers who need to go from the same suburb to the same city. There are
two routes Fast (F) and Slow(S). The drivers can have one of two time-values,
High, θH , or Low, θL.
If there are either no cars on the Fast route, or only one car on it, the time is

take to use the fast route is xF . The time it takes to drive on the Slow route is
xS . However, if they both drive on the Fast route on the same day there will be
a lot of congestion on the road. In that case, both cars on the Fast route would
encounter a delay that makes the trip take time xC —even longer than the Slow
route. Assume that the parameters satisfy: θH > θL and xF < xS < xC .
The dollar-equivalent cost of driving time for a car whose owner has a given

time-cost parameter is θixj , for i = H,L and j = F, S,C.
The route chosen by the computer for a given car can be a function of both

reported θ’s. The monetary transfers that the car implements can also be a
function of both reported θ’s. That is why the cars’computers may need to
communicate with each other and with the bank.
Finally, it is possible for the system to select a randomized assignment of

who drives on which road. In "mechanism design language", the space of all
possible outcome functions is the set of all random assignments of the two cars
to the two routes, as a function of the true types.

Both owners know therealized value of their own θ and that the two θ’s are
statistically independent of each other and are identically distributed with the
probability that θ = θH equal to α. They do not have a direct observation of
the other driver’s θ.

a) What are the effi cient ways to assign cars to routes? What is the minimum
expected total driving time cost?

If you found in part a) that there are multiple effi cient outcomes, take any
one of them, hold it fixed, and use that outcome function in answering part b).

b) Is there a way to incentivize the drivers to input their true θ’s in a Bayes-
Nash equilibrium and to have the cars drive according to your candidate for an
effi cient outcome?

1
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